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From my humble perspective I see the list of people purporting to do serious research 
in machine learning and quantum computing growing exponentially. I am reminded of all 
the misguided verbiage on parallelism when companies like Intel first put more than one 
core on a single die.  Far be it for me to tell anyone what they should work on, but I 
wonder if it is not time to return to some fundamental problems with current computer 
processing that need attention. 
I always liked the UPC insight of virtually allocating reorder buffer entries at rename time, 
but not physically allocating them until you had a result that needed to be latched, 
thereby saving energy.  Or, the better time stamp tool achieved by getting into the bowels 
of the operating system and removing unnecessary layers of overhead.  I have been 
advocating breaking through the layers of transformation; a group at MIT has coined the 
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phrase "plenty of room at the top."  Should we revisit the 40 year old 4K page size?  Can 
we do anything about memory bank conflicts.  In this talk I will address two things: the 
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